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Reported herein are the synthesis, structural and magnetic

characterisation of a dinuclear FeII triple helicate that displays

an unprecedented reversible asymmetric high spin to low spin

crossover characterised by a thermal hysteresis: indeed the high

spin state can be recovered by white light irradiation at 10 K.

Currently there is an ever increasing interest in spin crossover

compounds, partly motivated by their potential application as

molecular memory or visual display devices,1 which has led to a

better understanding of the parameters (temperature, pressure,

light, structure etc.) that influence this fascinating phenomenon.2

Spin crossover is best exemplified by the low spin FeII

(S = 0) to high spin FeII (S = 2) conversion. Nevertheless,

scant literature deals with dinuclear FeII spin crossover heli-

cate complexes. In this respect, Williams reported a dinuclear

FeII helicate with thermally induced two-step spin crossover

with negative cooperativity,3 whereas Tuna synthesised a

series of FeII helicate species using a variety of counter anions

that exhibited various spin crossover behaviours, which were

later reinterpreted by Gütlich.4,5 More recently, Kojima re-

ported two FeII helicate compounds presenting either no

magnetic conversion or an abrupt [LS–HS] to [HS–HS] spin

crossover (LS and HS stand for low spin and high spin,

respectively).6

The synthesis and characterisation of helicate species has

been closely associated with the development of metallo-

supramolecular chemistry.7 Recently we reported using

metallohelicate complexes as molecular hosts and monitored

anion binding within their intra-helical cavities through 1H

NMR spectroscopy.8 Indeed, the inclusion of spin crossover

within an FeII metallohelicate complex makes them very

attractive targets for the recognition of guest molecules using

the spin crossover magnetic signature.

With the motivation of using metallohelicates in the formation

of supramolecular devices, we have commenced a study into the

nature of the spin crossover in dinuclear FeII helicate complexes

and its dependence on the structure and functionality of the ligand.

We wish to explore the possibility of generating one-step [HS–HS]

to [LS–LS] spin crossover helicates since we believe that the larger

associated structural and electronic changes are of advantage for

device or sensor application. To this end we synthesised the new

bis-bidentate ligand L which contains imidazolimine ‘head groups’

(to access spin crossover behaviour) linked via a conjugated and

rigid oxydianiline bridge (to generate a helicate). The correspond-

ing triple-stranded FeII helicate [Fe2(L)3](ClO4)4, 1, was synthe-

sised and its ability to undergo a spin crossover upon temperature

variation and light irradiation was studied by both magnetic

susceptibility and reflectivity measurements.

The bis-bidentate ligand L was synthesised by Schiff-base

condensation in methanol using two equivalents of 1-methyl-

2-imidazolecarboxaldehyde and one equivalent of 4,4’-oxydianiline.

The corresponding FeII dinuclear helicate, 1, was obtained

in good yield by stirring three equivalents of L with two

equivalents of Fe(ClO4)2�6H2O in methanol for 30 minutes.w
The expected triple-stranded helical structure was highlighted

by 1H NMR spectroscopy and confirmed by single crystal

X-ray diffractionz for 1�2MeCN, Fig. 1. As anticipated, the

structure of 1�2MeCN consists of a dinuclear triple helicate

within which the FeII centres are in pseudo-octahedral envir-

onments bound to three imidazolimine units from three

different ligands. Each ligand binds to two FeII centres,

yielding an intra-helical metal–metal separation of 11.35 Å.

Fig. 1 Molecular structure of the triple helicate [Fe2(L)3]
4+, 1, at

150 K. Hydrogen atoms, perchlorate anions and MeCN solvate

molecules are omitted for clarity.
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Four of the six aryl rings in the centre of the helicate

participate in interstrand edge-to-face CH� � �p bonding which

support the helical structure. However, there are no significant

intermolecular contacts of any nature between adjacent

helicates. The similarity observed for the Fe–N bond distances

and bite angles around Fe1 and Fe2 illustrates that at 150 K,

both metal centres are in the low spin configuration, Table 1.

Therefore the magnetic properties of this helicate system have

been studied as a function of temperature to probe the

possibility of spin crossover behaviour.

At 300 K, the value observed for the wT product

(6.6 cm3 K mol�1) is in good agreement with the presence of

two S = 2 high spin FeII metal ions (C = 3.3 cm3 K mol�1 with

g = 2.1). When the temperature is lowered, the wT product is

almost constant down to 250 K and then decreases with a typical

S-shape curve observed for spin crossover systems, Fig. 2. At

80 K, the spin crossover behavior is completed and a residual

paramagnetic signal (at 40 K: 0.35 cm3Kmol�1) is observed, most

likely coming from residual HS FeII sites induced by structural or

topological defects.2 As shown in Fig. 2, a small thermal hysteresis

effect is observed suggesting a structural phase transition asso-

ciated with the spin crossover process. The first derivative of the

wT product relative to the temperature, dwT/dT, in cooling mode

leaves no ambiguity regarding the nature of the spin crossover

process occurring in one [HS–HS] 2 [LS–LS] step at T1/2 =

140 K. Nevertheless in the heating mode, the result is reproducibly

different suggesting that the FeII sites switch successively in a two-

step process within a narrow temperature range of 147–166 K.

Next, solid-state reflectivity spectra were collected on 1 under

white light irradiation between 280 and 10 K, Fig. 3 top.w On

decreasing temperature from 280 K to 100 K, the absorption at

ca. 818 nm, assigned to the d–d transition of the HS FeII ions in

an octahedral environment 5T2 - 5E, disappears while a new

absorption band at ca. 630 nm, assigned to the MLCT of the

FeII ions in a LS state, appears. If the temperature is lowered

further from 100 K to 10 K, the reverse process is observed

suggesting a light induced phenomenon. The band at ca. 818 nm

regains almost its original intensity while the band at ca. 630 nm

disappears. As a result, the spectra obtained at 280 K and 10 K

are almost identical. The concomitance of the optical changes

observed upon cooling under white light irradiation is high-

lighted by the plot of the surface reflectivity at 818 and 630 nm

as a function of temperature, Fig. 3, bottom. To interpret these

data, it is interesting to compare them with the magnetic data

obtained in the dark. The thermal dependence of the optical

spectra between 280–100 K is related to the thermal dependence

of the wT product and the spin crossover phenomenon. At

280 K, 1 is totally in a [HS–HS] state with a characteristic

absorption at ca. 818 nm; and at 100 K, 1 is in a [LS–LS] state

with a characteristic absorption at ca. 630 nm. Below 60 K, and

under white light irradiation, the compound recovers its 280 K

spectral feature (i.e. colour), suggesting strongly that the

[LS–LS] state can be photoexcited. Therefore we have probed

the possibility to recover the [HS–HS] phase from the [LS–LS]

phase at low temperature using continuous light irradiation.

As suggested by the optical data, a light-induced excited

spin state trapping (LIESST) effect is clearly observed when

red (650 nm) or white light (clearly more efficient) irradiation is

applied on 1 for example at 10 K, Fig. 4 inset. The wT product at

Table 1 Selected bond lengths [Å] and bite angles [1] for 1�2MeCN

Fe–Nimidazole [Å] Fe–Nimine [Å] Bite angle [1]

Fe1 N1 1.976(3) N3 2.028(3) 80.19(11)
N7 1.959(3) N9 2.004(3) 80.41(11)
N13 1.967(3) N15 2.042(3) 80.02(11)

Fe2 N5 1.965(3) N4 2.027(3) 79.53(11)
N11 1.960(3) N10 2.026(3) 79.90(12)
N17 1.975(3) N16 2.009(3) 80.35(12)

Fig. 2 wT versus T plot for 1 at 1000 Oe with w being the magnetic

susceptibility equal to M/H normalized by dinuclear helicate

(temperature sweep rate 0.6 K/min). Inset: dwT/dT versus T plot.

Fig. 3 Selected surface absorption spectra of 1 at different tempera-

tures (top), and temperature dependence of surface reflectivity of 1 at

818 and 630 nm (bottom). All data between 280 and 10 K were

collected at a cooling rate of 3 K/min.
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10 K has an initial value of 0.35 cm3 K mol�1 and increases

rapidly to a close saturation regime at 6 cm3 K mol�1 after only

1.1 hours under white light irradiation, Fig. 4 inset. When the

irradiation was stopped, the wT of the photoproduct was mea-

sured as a function of temperature between 2–300 K, Fig. 4. First

of all, the increase of the wT product from 2.0 cm3 K mol�1 at

2 K up to 6.4 cm3 Kmol�1 at 30 K (Fig. 4, point 1), is likely to be

the signature of the magnetic anisotropy of the HS FeII ions as

seen previously for other spin crossover FeII systems but may

also be related to weak antiferro-magnetic interactions between

HS FeII sites within the dinuclear complex.9 It is worth noting

that the value of 6.4 cm3 K mol�1 obtained at 30 K is very close

to the value for the [HS–HS] phase obtained at 300 K

(6.6 cm3 K mol�1) and indicates a quasi-quantitative photocon-

version of the [LS–LS] state to the [HS–HS] state. Increasing the

temperature at a sweep rate of about 0.6 K min�1, the light

induced [HS–HS] phase relaxes with a complicated sequence of

regimes. A first relaxation of the metastable [HS–HS] state is

observed around 50 K with an abrupt drop of the wT product

down to about half of the 30 K value (3.2 cm3 K mol�1 at 50 K,

Fig. 4, point 2), then a second slower regime of relaxation is

observed up to 80 K (Fig. 4, point 3). Even if it is difficult to

speculate on the origin of this two-step relaxation process with-

out structural data after irradiation, this behavior strongly

suggests the presence of two different relaxation mechanisms

(and thus relaxation times) associated with the two FeII sites of

the dinuclear complex: i.e. one HS FeII site seems to relax faster

than the second one of the same dinuclear unit generating

[LS–HS] species. Upon increasing temperature, the relaxation

process of the photo-induced [HS–HS] state to [LS–LS] and

[LS-HS] states is in competition with the thermal spin crossover

that favors the appearance of HS FeII. Therefore at 80 K, the

system is probably heterogeneous with [LS–LS] species and still a

fewmetastable [LS–HS] species (Fig. 4, point 3). A first thermally

induced spin crossover step between 80 and 110 K (Fig. 4, point

4) seems to convert some of the LS FeII sites into HS FeII. This

first thermally induced spin crossover process occurs clearly at a

lower temperature than the spin crossover observed around

140 K in Fig. 2. This result suggests that the present behavior

might be the signature of the non-thermodynamic dinuclear

[LS–HS] species that are thermally converted into [HS–HS] units.

Nevertheless at 110K, this thermally induced [HS–HS] phase is still

metastable and thus relaxes with a third relaxation time explaining

the small drop of the wT product between 110 and 130 K, Fig. 4.

Above 130 K, the expected thermal spin crossover occurs and the

[HS–HS] phase is obtained above 250 K (Fig. 4, point 5).

As shown by the presented magnetic, optical and photo-

magnetic properties of 1, this fascinating new dinuclear FeII

helicate displays an unusual asymmetric spin crossover beha-

vior with a complicated relaxation of the light-induced mag-

netic phase. Further physical investigations (like Mössbauer

spectroscopy10 and variable temperature X-ray studies) will be

required to fully understand the properties of this exciting

compound and form the basis of future research.
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